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Living Safely with Dementia

� Safety in the home

� Wandering/getting lost

4

Considering Safety

� The person with dementia lives alone.

� You are living with the person with 

dementia.

� You are leaving the person with dementia 

alone in the house from time to time.
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�Prevention
� act now, avoid accidents
� plan for the future

�Adapt the environment
� e.g. add railings
� e.g. invest in a specialized bathtub

�Minimize danger
� e.g. store poisonous substances
� e.g. tuck away electrical cords

Three-Pronged Approach

Safety in the Home
� Medications

� Food

� Hazardous substances

� Fire risks/electrical

� Bathroom

� Falls prevention

� Locks/alarms

� Medications
� Blister packs

� Home care monitoring

� Medication review

� Food
� Expiration dates

� Stove vs. microwave

� Meal delivery

Safety in the Home
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Safety in the Home

� Hazardous substances

� Locked cabinets

� Simplify

� Clearly marked containers

Safety in the Home

� Fire risks/electrical
�Check batteries of fire alarms

� Location of heaters

�Electrical appliances wear and tear

�Electrical outlets over-taxed 

�Get automatic shut-off appliances

Safety in the Home

� Bathroom
� Bathtub mat

� Easy access bathtub

� Water temperature

� Safety bars
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Safety in the Home

� Falls prevention
� Slippery surfaces

� Rugs

� Furniture placement

� Electrical cords

� Railings

� Stairs

� Fall clinics

Safety in the Home

� Locks/alarms
� Locks on doors/windows

� Are locks being used?

� Alarm

� Personal alarm

Safety in the Home

� Have a friend check on the person on a 
regular basis

� Keep emergency numbers at hand

� Consult with an occupational therapist

� Consider emergency call systems

www.thiscaringhome.org
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Wandering and Getting Lost 

� Can be a direct result of physical changes 
in the brain

� May occur at any time of the day or night

� Wandering outdoors can be dangerous
� traffic

� extreme weather

� getting lost

� Is there a pattern to the behaviour?

Types of Wandering

� Aimless Wandering

� Purposeful Wandering

� Night-time Wandering

� Industrious Wandering
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Managing
Wandering

Allow Safe Wandering

� Fence the backyard to ensure that the 
person is able to wander safely outdoors.

� Put locks on doors to the outside, where 
the person cannot reach or see them.

� Install alarms that signal when a door is 
opened.

Allow Safe Wandering

� Camouflage exits and provide 
distractions at those points (e.g. baskets 

for rummaging).

� Consider technological devices such as 

a sound-sensitive monitor and locating 
devices.
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Look at the Environment

If wandering happens consistently in 
reaction to the person’s immediate 

environment, try changing some conditions.  
Is the area:

� too hot or too cold?

� too noisy?

� too isolated?

� too dark?

Reduce the Triggers 

� Hide car keys or items of clothing associated 
with outdoors, such as jackets or shoes.

� Anticipate events that may suggest to the 
person that it is time to go out (e.g. darkness 

falling and 'going home from work').

� Engage the person in activities to distract 
them.

Provide Visual Cues

� Familiar objects can give the person a 
sense of comfort and belonging.

� Label doors and rooms. For example, a 

picture of a bed may help locate the 
bedroom.

� Reduce night disorientation by leaving a 
light on or providing an illuminated clock by 

the bed.
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Develop Meaningful Activities

Involve the person in day-to-day activities, 
such as doing chores or helping with 

household duties (e.g. peeling potatoes, or folding 

laundry).

� Consider past skills and interests when presenting 
activities.

� Be flexible. As the person's abilities change, their 
interests may also change.

� Try another activity if they show signs of becoming 
bored or frustrated.

Exercise

Involve the person in a regular 

exercise program.

� Walking outside with them can provide 

stimulation, as can walks in a local mall 

during inclement weather.

� Regular exercise can use up extra 

energy, and may help the person sleep 

better.

Keep Records

To help identify wandering behaviour, 

look for:

� Patterns

� Triggers

� Times

� Location of wandering

�What worked and what didn’t
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Community Contacts

� Let others in your neighbourhood know 
about the potential for the person to 

wander.

� Ask friends, neighbours, local businesses 
and Block Parents to stay alert to the 

possibility, and to call you if they suspect 
that the individual is disoriented.

Be Prepared

Identification Kit

� Basic information

� Driver information

� Emergency contact

� Wandering history

� Physical description

� Identifying features

� Medical conditions

� Current photo

http://www.alzheimerbc.org/wandering.aspx
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Identification

� MedicAlert® Safely Home®

1-855-581-3794

� Customized ID bracelet

� Locating devices (tracking devices, GPS, 
GPS cell phones…)

When
the

Person
Wanders

Check Immediate Areas

� Try to get a sense of how long the person 
has been gone.

� Look inside the house, including the 
basement, before expanding your search to 
the outdoors.

� Check to see if any items, such as luggage, 
car keys or credit cards, are missing.

� If you live in a rural area, check the yard then 

ask for help; do not search on your own. 
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Contact the Police

� Do not delay.  This is an emergency.

� Inform police that the person has dementia.

� Share the “Identification Kit”.

� Let the police know about any medical conditions 

or medications.

� If you know of any areas that they may have 

wandered to, share these with the police.

� Let them know if the person is registered with the 

MedicAlert® Safely Home® program.

Mobilize Help

� Ensure someone stays home.

� Alert friends and neighbours.

� If credit cards may be used, talk with the 
police about informing the credit card 

companies. Tracking the use of the 
credit cards may help in locating the 

person.

Reuniting
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Reuniting After an Episode

� Approach calmly

� Provide reassurance

� Keep your perspective

� Re-evaluate your situation

To Summarize

� Review safety concerns in the home

� An occupational therapist or a 
professional specializing in safety can 

provide solutions

� Identify possible triggers for wandering

� Devise strategies to reduce wandering 
episodes

To Summarize

� Consider safety devices to prevent the person 
from wandering

� Make sure the person has identification on 
them

� Consider MedicAlert ® Safely Home ® and 

tracking technologies.

� Put together an information and identification 
kit in case the person gets lost
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To Summarize

� When someone with dementia 

goes missing it is an emergency!

� Remember:  No one thing is going 

to ensure the safety of the person 

with dementia.
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Programs  & Services

� Education
� Healthy Brain

� Getting to Know Dementia

� Shaping the Journey 

� Family Caregiver Series

� Additional Workshops

� Tele-Workshops

� Support Groups
� for people with early 

symptoms

� for caregivers

� Alzheimer Resource 
Centres
for information, education, 
support and referrals.

� Dementia Helpline
1-800-936-6033

604-681-8651 (Lower Mainland)

Monday to Friday

9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

supportline@alzheimerbc.org

Newsletter & Bulletins

Contact and eContact
Provide general information about brain health, 

upcoming events, and other news. 

In Touch
Educational bulletin for caregivers

Insight
Educational bulletin for and by people with dementia

To subscribe, visit:

www.alzhe imerbc.org/bu l le t ins.aspx

Or call 604-681-6530 or 1-800-667-3742 (toll free)
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Provincial Office (to order handouts/bulletins)

1- 800-667-3742

Website
www.alzheimerbc.org

Dementia Helpline
1-800-936-6033


